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My iphone weather app says unhealthy air quality

Along with contributing the back-page funniest in each month's issue of Fast Company magazine, a video from the Rooftop Comedy crew will appear every week on fastcompany.com. RooftopComedy.com records live comedy every night of the year, with a global network of comedians saturated everything from the boardroom to the bathroom. You can see
more of Roofing Comedie's work by clicking here. The iPhone has a remarkable number of weather app options, and you'll find a ton that suits different needs depending on what you want. That said, one shines brighter than the rest, and Dark Sky is one of the best complete weather apps in the App Store.Dark SkyPlatform: iPhone Price: $3.99 Download
PageFeaturesAvailable for iPhone, iPad, and Apple WatchHyperlocal weather forecasts based on your exact locationMinute-to-minute, hour-by-hour, and weekly forecastsFull radar views with smooth animationsCompletely customizable push notificationsToday widget to quickly check out the weatherWhere Excel ItsIt's a little hard to justify paying for
something as simple as a weather app, but Sky Dark Sky once suffered from a lack of features, but recent updates make it a complete weather app that still manages to use easily. Open the app, and immediately see you what matters: current weather and the forecast for the next hour. You can then dig a little deeper to find hourly and weekly predictions, as
well as check out the radar for your area. You can also set up personal notifications, so you get alerts when precipitation is likely in the next hour, a daily summary, severe weather alerts, or your own customizable alerts for things like if it's likely to drop under freezing art or if you need sunscreen. Where it falls ShortThere isn't much to complain about with
Dark Sky. Sure, it costs $4, but you get a solid weather app that's consistently updated and has a ton of features. Since it does use your exact location, predictions sometimes get a little wonky, but that doesn't happen more than any other forecasting tool. It's also only available in the U.S., U.K. and Ireland, those letting many potential users out of the loop.
G/O Media can get a commission2-Pack: Juku STEAM Coding KitsThe CompetitionThere is a ton of excellent weather apps on the iPhone that suit different needs. Want a full doppler radar? Sure, that's doable. Prefer something minimal? You have options. Want one that just puts you in the set about bad weather? Yes, it also exists. All of these are worth
checking to see if they're suiting your specific needs. If Dark Sky isn't your thing, Yahoo Weather, our previous choice, is a worthy contender. It has beautiful design, great photos that are easy to read, and the basics of radar, satellite and heat maps. Unfortunately, though, it now has big, annoying ads, which are really down the road Come. Similarly, the four
major free apps, Accuweather, The Weather Channel, WeatherBug and Weather Underground are all similar alternatives. Everyone has the same same feature set as Yahoo Weather, but offers slightly different experiences in terms of interface and coverage. In fact, different apps may have more accurate predictions than others for your environment, so it's
worth playing around with a few to see what works best for you. Today, Weather (1.99¢) could very well be one of the best weather apps, but it's not updated as frequently as we'd like. That said, if you like the properties of Accuweather, Weather Underground, or the Weather Channel, but hate the ads, then Today again is worth a look. Perfect Weather
($2.99) is another fantastic weather program that comes with a huge number of information if you're willing to pay for it. Perfect Weather's great power is that it loads fast, gives you a five day forecast, and then provides with all the additional details you may need at a glance. This includes a full satellite image, hour-by-hour temperature, and more. It's also
fast, so you can get in and out of the app quickly. If you're more of a fan of minimalist weather programs, you have some great options. Blue is a good little app that shows you the forecast for the next day or so in a handy color-coded index. Sun is actually a free webapp designed specifically for the iPhone and uses gestures for control. Weather Neue (free)
shows simplified current weather and a four-day forecast in a beautiful package. Finally, Partly Cloudy can be the most beautiful of the bunch by using a watch visualization to show you the weather forecast in a surprisingly intuitive way. Lifehacker's App Directory is a new and growing directory of recommendations for the best applications and tools in a
number of given categories. Weather programs tend to tell you too much information or too little. They either recreate superficial information you can obtain by sticking your arm out the window or offering an absurd deep dive that only a meteorologist running the global network of doppler radars can understand. Can there be no happy medium? Weathertron,
by Ryan Lucas and Kevin Lynagh, may have found the sweet spot. This is an iPhone app that sucks into 16 different weather sources and then translates the relevant information into a clear data visualization. We didn't explicitly set out to design a minimal or a maximum UI for this program, Lucas tells Co.Design. We just wanted to convey the most useful
information as quickly as possible. At first glance you can be overwhelmed by its bar graphs and cloud gradient, but like any well-designed infographic, within a few moments, you speak its language. The daily single-page forecast is basically one scrubable timeline. Several layers of information run from top to bottom. And moving your thumb left to right
brings you into the future. At the top of the screen, you see the most basic breakdown for the moment-like clear and 62 degrees. you don't want to dig deeper, that's your weather report. As your eyes look on the page, the next thing you accomplish is a chart of cloud cloud throughout the day. Rather than conveying the degree of cloudiness as a percentage,
Weathertron features cloud symbols of five different opacities. A bonus here is that they actually look like clouds, Lucas explains, so not only is it visually easier to unearth than a table of numbers, it looks much better. Below comes a chart of precipitation. Again, rather than pulling up a percentage chance of rain, the program spells out how much rain there is
supposed to be in an hour-to-hour bar chart. But that's just part of the utility because the way that chart is calculated is actually a bit of a perceptual hack. As people plan their day around either 'a sprinkle of rain' or an outpouring, the precipitation bars are being logarithmically scaled instead of linearly, Lucas writes. That way, when there's any rain
whatsoever, the user can see it, but if there's a ton, the bar won't drop off uselessly at the top of the chart. Finally, you reach a simple line chart of the temperature forecast. The highs and lows are marked, but to keep the footage clean, you actually have to scrub through with your thumb to find the exact times of all these temperatures. Your eyes are then
pulled back to the top of the page - which clearly and 62 degrees predicted, or maybe 50s and rain tonight. (A quick swipe of the screen pulls up tomorrow's prediction. And a seven-day forecast is always just a tap away.) You may wonder, why go through this whole series of graphics if all you wanted to know was the weather report? Well, like any useful data
visualization, Weathertron is a medium between the superficial and the information to create something that's just more sensuous through context. You can step back and view all the data in concert and really see the relationships, Lucas explains. Like a rapid drop in temperature, accompanied by rapidly gathering cloud cover and a large precip peak could
represent a storm. We really haven't seen many other apps — or weather reports of any earth conceived at the data with this visual approach. Weathertron is now in the App Store for $1.Download it here. Finding good weather forecast apps is one of the first things you need to do after setting up your new device, whether it's an iPhone, Android tablet,
Windows 10 device, a Mac, or even a computer running Linux. The free standard weather app that's pre-installed is usually a fairly solid choice for basic forecasting tasks, but there are a variety of third-party weather apps worth checking out; either for their stylish design or additional features. The Weather Channel app is free and features a variety of
information. The Weather Channel Interactive The official Weather Channel app is a solid iOS weather app alternative on iPhone, iPod touch, and iPad. This information contains detailed information about location-specific weather that is updated hourly forecasts made available for up to 15 days in the future. The Weather Channel iOS app provides support
for the Apple Watch, which can display basics and weather information, wind speed, sunrise and sunset times and time of day. The Apple Watch app can also receive weather alerts for dramatic changes in weather conditions and allows for adjustment so you can get it to show the information relevant to you. Something that distinguishes The Weather
Channel app from others is its allergy data, which displays the daily pollen outlook and alerts you via a notification when pollen levels are higher than usual. The YoWindow weather app on Android features dynamic animated backgrounds. YoWindow is a beautiful free weather app for Android devices that offers current weather conditions via animated
images that update in real-time. Every animation is unique depending on the city or country viewed, and while not every city is represented in the world, most of the most important. However, the YoWindow app isn't purely focused on the footage, and also displays written information about temperature, UV index, chances of rain and more. There is also
support for an Android weather width, which can display this data on your tablet or phone's home screen. AccuWeather on Windows 10 features an animated background. Windows 10's default MSN Weather app is admittedly solid, but AccuWeather gives it a run for its money. This alternative weather application provides you with precise weather forecasts
based on your GPS location and features radar data, Cortana integration, and light and dark app support themes. AccuWeather also supports several sizes for Windows 10's Live Tile feature that allow the app to display information directly from the Start menu, which forgot the need to open it. Also available on: Windows 8.1, Xbox One, and Windows 10
Mobile Temps are stylish free weather app for Linux. Temps is a free weather app for Linux boasts a streamlined, stylish design that shows you the kind of basic weather information most users require, such as temperature, whether it's sunny or rainy, and what the weather forecast is for the next few days. Weather data can be set to specific cities and the
option to switch between Celsius and Fahrenheit is also available. Temps won't be an app for weather entries looking to study detailed satellite data, but it's highly recommended for those looking for a weather program with a stylish flare that cuts to the chase. Weather docking features a customizable dock icon. Weather Dock is a free weather app for Mac
with data viewed in Imperial or Metric units. It also provides detailed forecasts for up to three days in the future. However, the true star of Weather Dock, as his name suggests, is his Mac dock icon; it can be modified to display weather conditions, temperature or wind data, and allows the app to improve the Mac user experience without it being open.
Strawberry weather is a solid Windows Phone weather app. Strawberry Weather is a cute little app for Windows Phone users that contains a simple design sensitivity and an immersive array of customizables allows you to change the app's color theme, weather data source, time format, and temperature unit. This free weather app boasts full support for
Windows 10 Mobile features such as Live Tiles, Notifications, and Lock Screen Information. All preferences sync to the Windows 10 version on PC or tablet to create a seamless experience when switching between devices. Thank you for letting us know! Tell us why! Why!
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